
Che Deseret Alphabet, 

sounds pea m the English Language, as extensively as Is 

deemed consistent, without entering too minutely into nice 

distinctions, which the ear does not readily catch, and 

whose omission causes'no loss. : aig 

The former division into vowels, consonants, liquids, or 

diphthongs, is considered inconsistent and unnecessary ;— 

henee, any or all of the characters may be used as =, 

consenants, liquids, or diphthongs, for each one has inva- 

riably its own certain sound. 

it is not expected that this alphabet i is : perfect, but it is a 

decided improvement, and its use will greatly simplify our 

orthography, adapting. it to the capacity of the youngest 

_ school children, making it extremely easy for them to ac- 

quire and retain it, and will greatly facilitate writing, print- 

ing, and reading the English Language. It will also tend 

much to train the ear-in the nice discrimination of sounds, 

preparatory to bringing about a more uniform pronuncia- 
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tion. 
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THE DESERET ALPHABET. 
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WORDS OF ONE SYLLABLE. 
ato? OF Ob OYE 
EACH AIM OATH OOZE 

Se SS 8 Se ONS kee | 

4 Sb Wd ¥LA fu1G 

78 Ol Ws ars 

C7 G8 = OFIO GI 

Peer a Oe xe.) 
§311 651 daD vs¥oP 
SAINT ZEST DISH AZ-URE 

PAT bah 9OL Salt 
RIGHT LAUGH 
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WORDS OF TWO OR MORE SYLLABLES. 
IGa7WV BbadiT KAW ad 

EGYPT ALIMENT “ARTIFICE 

O/Mse@ O%sabl - si@ebe 
AUTHENTIC OMISSION TOOELE 

3140 3a4eb 34H90QMDI 
INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION 

n(dkis6sbl° we6PevIOrs 
F ACQUISITION OBSERVATORY 

AS WD WOIW=-f8§ 
DISTINGUISH sr COUNTING-HOUSE 

Wal 7 AaGe7 34s CO 
TWENTIETH EXPECT AUTUMN 

IDS3S15 bwlGaded DwhO 
EXIGENCE LONGITUDE MORROW 

Gand) we PFACSIS 
KINGDOM OF RIGHTEOUSNESS 

GWOINMs  QwlSu-Blele4 
QUANTITY CONSANGUINITY 

YwNOS7 GPwSP we NDS 
YOUNGEST BROTHER THOMAS 


